Protein construction-based data partitioning scheme for alignment of protein macromolecular structures through distributed querying in federated databases.
Exploration of various characteristics of 3D protein structures through querying relational databases storing the structures can be challenging due to the necessity to conform to a particular database schema. However, this also brings several advantages, like the ability to perform extensive database searches with declarative SQL language, protect data against hardware damages through regular backup mechanisms, and secure data against unauthorized access. Since relational databases do not provide exploration methods specific for protein data and its biological semantics, like searches on the basis of protein structural patterns, the use of relational databases in this domain is still rare and requires the development of dedicated methods to increase the speed of data exploration techniques. In this paper, we show a novel data partitioning scheme for distributing data across database clusters that can be used for performing sophisticated explorations of 3D protein structures. The data partitioning scheme relies on protein construction, which requires data preprocessing, but results in shorter exploration times through querying federated databases. We solve the problem of finding proteins in Oracle relational database on the basis of the similarity of 3D protein structures with the use of distributed PAR-P3D-SQL queries. Since 3D protein structure similarity searching is one of the most time-consuming exploration processes that can be performed for protein data, we make use of a distributed environment of Oracle federated databases, distributed query processing, and dedicated load balancing methods to accelerate the exploration. Results of performed tests confirm that we are able to significantly increase the speed of the exploration process, proportionally to the number of database nodes in the federated environment.